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publication of the Austin Astronomical 

Society.

MONTHLY MEETING
Shelter in Place Remote 

General Assembly Meeting

Friday, March. 12, 2021
 7:30 PM 

 

You should have received a 

link via email to join the ZOOM 

virtual party. 

If you have not received the Zoom meeting email, 
contact president@austinastro.org for access 

information prior to the meeting 
or 

call Dawn (512-663-2249) at the start of the 
meeting for help connecting.

Banner:  Feb. 2021 Image of the Month:  Eric Dreher,  NGC 2244 - The Rosette Nebula

I experienced my first total solar eclipse in the summer of 1991 from aboard the 
Sand Dollar a 65ft dive boat out of San Diego.  This was an eight-day cruise 
culminating in the 6+ minute eclipse off the coast of Baja near Cabo San 
Lucas.  That eclipse like all total eclipses, was a transcendent moment for me.  

Over the years I made several more attempts to get under totality, but never 
made the trips due to contingencies like job commitments and having babies.  
Finally, in 2017 my luck changed.
It has been more than three years now since several of us AAS members trekked 
up to Casper Wyoming for that spectacular 2+ minute eclipse.  As soon as it was 
over, the most pressing practical question for many of the spectators was “how 
am I going to get home in this crowd?” (in itself, quite a story for some of us), but 
the most immediate emotional question was “when can I see another one!?”  I 
made a vow to stop missing eclipses.

Two opportunities presented themselves in 2019 and 2020, both across central 
Chile and Argentina.  I missed the first due to tardy planning, but I made metic-
ulous plans and bookings for 2020 only to be thwarted by Covid cancellations.  I 
will note that AAS former president Anne Adkins by hook or crook managed to 
make it into Argentina last December with a small group and they had a won-
derful eclipse experience of which I’ll be perennially jealous.
To help focus on better attendance for future eclipses I’m listing here the remain-
ing total solar eclipses for the next decade.  All of these locations excluding Texas 
are bucket list countries for me to visit, so I might as well visit while something 
interesting is going on.  Why not add them to your bucket list as well? 

• December 4th, 2021 Antarctica
• April 20th, 2023  Australia
• April 8th, 2024  Texas!
• August 12th, 2026  Spain or Iceland
• August 2nd, 2027  Spain
• July 22nd 2028  Australia
• November 25th, 3030 Australia

President’s Notes
By Terry Phillips

http://www.austinastro.org
mailto:president%40austinastro.org?subject=Need%20Zoom%20Login%20Info
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It’s not likely that I’ll make the Antarctic eclipse as most venues are multi week cruise ship excursions with mid five 
figure price tags for a party of two.  I consider all the others to be eminently doable as long as they are planned well in 
advance.

Advanced eclipse planning will be the presentation for our March monthly meeting.  Karl Herzog will bring us up to 
speed on the two eclipses that will grace Texas in the next 3.5 years.  That would be an annular (ring of fire) eclipse 
on 14th October 2023 and the 4+ minute total eclipse April 8th, 2024. It’s a great adventure to travel the world to see 
eclipses, but it’s far easier on the rare occasion that the eclipse comes to you.  The path of these eclipses cross at a point 
near Lost Maples State Park, south of Kerrville.  With a little planning, you might be able to observe both eclipses from 
the same spot less than a three-hour drive from Austin.  More likely, most Austinites will stay closer home since most 
of the city is within the path of totality. From an AAS star party perspective, we will have an abundance of site choices. 
Several of our popular observing sites are very well placed. Perhaps the most scenic background in Texas is just a little 
further west.  The centerline goes right over Enchanted Rock. If you want a piece of that, you might want to plan to hit 
their reservation website early on 8th April 2023.

As for the long Covid eclipse hanging over our star parties, it appears that we are moving from the umbra into the pen-
umbra.  We should be able to hold limited size parties at Bad Wolf Ranch for vaccinated members starting next month.  
We’ll work with Pedernales Falls State Park on protocol for limited parties starting perhaps in May.  AAS will be hosting 
another remote viewing star party on the 10th of April. We are looking for members with EAA imaging rigs to help 
provide live content for the party.  Let Joyce Lynch know if you’d like to participate.
 
Terry

President’s Notes Continued

March Meeting Guest Speaker:  Karl Herzog  
Topic:  “Smokey and The Bandit”
Texas Solar Eclipses of October 2023 &  April 2024
with Karl Herzog

“Featured will be the characteristics of and viewing locations for a true 
astronomical rarity:  Two major eclipses crossing paths in our area in the 
space of 6 months.  Just around the corner in astronomical terms.”

“Included will be some history of humankind’s fascination with solar 
eclipses and ideas for appreciating the eclipses without sophisticated 
gear.

Our guest speaker, Karl Herzog, completed his BS (1972) and MS (1973) with 
high honors in chemical engineering at Texas Tech where he was inducted 
into both the Tau Beta Pi (engineering); Kappa Mu Epsilon (mathematics) 
honor societies. He holds patents in polymer processing and natural gas 
liquefaction. 

He says: “My interests have been the modeling of eclipses, cosmogony of 
the solar system, history of astronomy from ancient times forward, and practical astronomy to teach my grandkids.” In support of 
the theory that the universe is finite in both space and time, Karl is a social associate of our previous guest speaker, Kurt Baty. Their 
common interest in eclipses was reinforced by Kurt’s research on the Antikythera Mechanism.  Karl says: “ I spent several hundred 
hours a few years back programming the NREL methodology  for solar and lunar positioning into an Excel spreadsheet. I checked it 
against all the solar eclipses visible In Athens from -600 to 100 CE as I studied the Antikythera Mechanism.” 
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on the horizon: GeNeral assembly meetiNGs  
By michael e. marotta, Vice PresideNt

April 9, 2021: The Heaven Watcher’s Observatory with Rev. 
Jason Fry and Rob Teeter of Teeter’s Telescopes (https://www.
teeterstelescopes.com) maker of custom-built (“bespoke”) in-
struments such the one shown here with Jason Fry who views 
the sky from his “Cielo Vista Observatory” seven miles south of 
Alpine, between Fort Davis and Big Bend.

May and June:  TBD

Prof. Donald W. Olson from Texas State U. has asked that we wait for the end of the Covid
Crisis for his next presentation to us. He and I have discussed virtual presentations several
times and he is less than sanguine about distance learning, though he does provide it as
required by his school. We also considered his presenting to us at the amphitheater at
Pedernales Falls. Prof. Olson was not confident that the venue would meet our needs. So, we
are waiting to have him as our guest for the 2021-2022 academic year.

Dr. Steven Weinberg accepted our invitation—extended by our out-going and extroverted
Member Services Chair, Dr. Timothy Brown—to be our guest speaker. This will most likely be in
May and the topic last discussed was on the history of astronomy. More on that will come soon.
June is looking like an open and socially-distanced inauguration of our observatory at
Pedernales State Park. Dawn Davies has taken point on organizing that.

Redshift—The October 2020 Meeting with Scott Roberts of Explore Scientific and Stuart Parkerson of Astronomical Technolo-

gy Today. Archived on YouTube here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UbxqbMS4-vY

(or Search for Austin Astronomical Society.)

Redshift—Kurt Baty’s September 11 presentation, “The Antikythera Device,” could not be livestreamed to YouTube because it 

included copyrighted material from PBS Nova and other sources. However, you can view a short presentation by Kurt for “Brick 

Fiesta 2017” a Lego convention on “Beyond the Brick” on YouTube here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t1I1kdW3wgE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UbxqbMS4-vY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t1I1kdW3wgE
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ElEction of officErs for thE 
AusTIn AsTronomIcAl socIeTy 2021-2022 Term

The nominees for this year are:

There are four positions without nominees:  
Vice President, Member Services Chair,  and two Member-at-Large (MAL). 

If you are interested in being nominated for one of those positions or would like to suggest a 
possible nominee, contact the Nominating Committee at nominate@austinastro.org   

If you have any questions, please contact any of the current Officers for assistance.

AAS Nominating Committee

mailto:nominate%40austinastro.org?subject=
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March skies 
feature many 
dazzling stars 
and constella-

tions, glimmering high in the 
night, but two of the bright-
est stars are the focus of our 
attention this month: Sirius 
and Procyon, the dog stars!
Sirius is the brightest star in 
the nighttime sky, in large 
part because it is one of 
the closest stars to our 
solar system at 8.6 light 
years away. Compared to 
our Sun, Sirius possesses 
twice the mass and is much 
younger. Sirius is estimated 
to be several hundred million years 
old, just a fraction of the Sun’s 4.6 
billion years. Near Sirius - around the 

width of a hand with fingers splayed 
out, held away at arm’s length - you’ll 
find Procyon, the 8th brightest star in 
the night sky. Procyon is another one 
of our Sun’s closest neighbors, though 
a little farther away than Sirius, 11.5 
light years away. While less massive 
than Sirius, it is much older and un-
usually luminous for a star of its type, 
leading astronomers to suspect that 
it may “soon” – at some point millions 
of years from now – swell into a giant 
star as it nears the end of its stellar life.
Sirius and Procyon are nicknamed the 
“Dog Stars,” an apt name as they are 
the brightest stars in their respective 
constellations – Canis Major and Canis 
Minor – whose names translate to “Big 
Dog” and ”Little Dog.”  Not everyone 
sees them as canine companions. As 
two of the brightest stars in the sky, 
they feature prominently in the sky 
stories of cultures around the world. 
Sirius also captures the imaginations 

of people today: when rising 
or setting near the horizon, 
its brilliance mixes with our 
atmosphere’s turbulence, 
causing the star’s light to 
shimmer with wildly flick-
ering color. This vivid, eerie 
sight was an indication to 
ancient peoples of changes 
in the seasons, and even 
triggers UFO reports in the 

modern era!
Both of these bright stars 
have unseen companions: 
tiny, dense white dwarf 
stars, the remnants of 
supermassive companion 
stars. Interestingly, both of 

these dim companions were inferred 
from careful studies of their parent 
stars’ movements in the 1800s, before 
they were ever directly observed! 
They are a challenging observation, 
even with a large telescope, since 
their parent stars are so very bright 
that their light overwhelms the much 
dimmer light of their tiny compan-
ions. The white dwarf stars, just like 
their parent stars, have differences: 
Sirius B is younger, brighter, and more 
energetic than Procyon B. Careful 
observations of these nearby systems 
over hundreds of years have helped 
advance the fields of: astrometry, the 
precise measurement of stars; stellar 
evolution; and astroseismology, the 
study of the internal structure of stars 
via their oscillations. Discover more 
about our stellar neighborhood to  
nasa.gov.

This article is distributed by NASA Night Sky Network.
 The Night Sky Network program supports astronomy clubs across the USA dedicated to astronomy outreach. 
Visit nightsky.jpl.nasa.org to find local clubs, events, and more! 

tAking the dog stArs for A sPringtime WAlk:  
sirius aNd ProcyoN
by daVid ProsPer

Caption: Sirius A and B imaged by two different space telescopes, revealing dramatically 
different views! Hubble’s image (left) shows Sirius A shining brightly in visible light, with 
diminutive Sirius B a tiny dot. However, in Chandra’s image (right) tiny Sirius B is dra-
matically brighter in X-rays! The “Universe in a Different Light” activity highlights more 
surprising views of some familiar objects: http://bit.ly/different-light-nsn NASA, 
ESA, H. Bond (STScI), and M. Barstow (University of Leicester) (left); NASA/SAO/CXC 
(right)

Caption: Sirius and Procyon, the loyal hunting dogs 
of nearby Orion the Hunter! What other stories can 
you imagine for these stars?  Learn about “Legends 
in the Sky” and create your own with this activity: 
https://bit.ly/legendsinthesky     Image created with 
assistance from Stellarium.

http://nasa.gov
https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.org/
http://bit.ly/different-light-nsn
https://bit.ly/legendsinthesky 
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BAd Wolf rAnch – aas’s dark sky site
In this time of Covid-19 danger, the club has cancelled all member star parties until further notice.

For individual viewing nights the club requires physical distancing or wearing of masks when visiting 

between unrelated groups. Be safe, we value the well–being of our members and their families.

Bad Wolf Ranch?
Thanks to AAS members, Alan and Carolina Carruth, our club has the use of Bad Wolf Ranch for member-only star parties, spe-
cial events like the 50th anniversary of the Apollo landing, AND private observing any night for every member and her guests.

The ranch is located approximately 15 miles NNW of Lampasas and 60 miles from Austin in an open area with only a few 
ranch houses within several miles. Most importantly, there is a porta-potty that is serviced on a weekly basis.

Although undeveloped there is a ranch building (off limits to AAS) and a small AAS dome with a 12.5-inch scope available to 
members.  The skies are dark - in the rural/dark sky transition zone

Sample SQM readings at 10:30pm on 4/20/2020:
Zenith – 21.41
North – 21.53
East – 20.95 
South – 21.22
West -21.18

Be prepared
• Bring your own power – not available on site
• Bring your own water - not available on site
• Watch out for cow patties and ants

Bad Wolf Ranch Rules at all Events
• No Loud music
• No Tampering with fences or gates
• No Hunting of any sort
• No Activities which materially interfere with owners use and enjoyment of his/her adjacent lands.
• No access to owner’s structures
• Don’t damage, deface or destroy any property or improvements
• AAS members are responsible for closing and locking all gates when leaving
• No Discharge of firearms or fireworks

Member Individual Observing 

To arrange for private observing contact Alan Carruth for permission:
badwolfranch@bobogigio.com

if you do not receive a reply in 24 hours permission is granted
 
As a reminder, in this time of Covid-19 danger the club requires physical distancing or wearing of masks 
when visiting between unrelated groups. Be safe, we value the well – being of our members and their 
families.

Most importantly, enjoy a night under the stars at Bad Wolf Ranch

I always appreciate comments and suggestions after your visit. Many members are working to improve everyone’s 
experience. Your suggestions are vital. 
For directions contact: tbrown@timobrown.com, or feel free to call or text me at: (512) 577-8340.
Tim Brown, Member Services Chair

mailto:badwolfranch%40bobogigio.com?subject=
mailto:tbrown%40timobrown.com?subject=
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A few weeks ago, I was 
out walking my dog, 
Kody, just before mid-
night and saw the Moon 

close to the constellation Orion. 
The image of Orion the Hunter 
with a bow shooting at the Moon 
popped into my head. Then the 
scene the Christmas classic, It’s 
a Wonderful Life ,where George 
Bailey is wooing Mary on a walk 
after a high school party crossed 
my mind. In the scene, George 
is saying to Mary, “What is it that 
you want, Mary? What do you 
like? You want the Moon? Just 
say the word and I’ll throw a lasso 
around it and pull it down.”

The idea of Orion lassoing the 
Moon popped into my head. So, 
since we’re in Texas, the inspira-
tion took off from there of “Orion 
the Cowboy” lassoing the Moon. 
After my first drawing in mid-Feb-
ruary I decided to expand the 
idea to include the other sur-
rounding winter constellations.

I bought a neat sketch pad app 
called Procreate for my iPad. I can 
use an Apple pen to easily sketch 
anything including cartoons. You 
can build layers much like Adobe 
Photoshop. So, I decided to try 
it out to make outlines for the 
constellations. These are digital 
sketches which makes it easy 
to use a digital eraser to make 
corrections. These images were 
gleaned from internet photos 
or drawings and sketched over. I 
modified the horns on Taurus to 
that of a Texas longhorn bull.

Here is my rendition for Tex-
as-themed winter sky constel-
lations. I tried to accurately add 
the main stars within each con-
stellation but took some liberty 
in spacing them to look more 
appealing.  The stars outside the 
constellations are placed with ar-
tistic flair to improve the appear-
ance of the drawing. 

The constellations are from the 
left to right:

• Canis Major, the Big Dog,
• “Owlus” Minor, the little owl 

(instead of Canis Minor the 
Little Dog),

• Orion the Cowboy standing 
over Lepus the rabbit,

• Taurus the Bull (aka Bevo, 
Texas A&M Aggies and Texas 
Longhorn fans will under-
stand) and,

• Opuntia aka the Latin for 
Prickly Pear Cactus.

 The waxing Moon is from my 
August 28 drawing that was pub-
lished in the photo gallery sec-
tion of the Astronomical League’s 
December edition of the Reflec-
tor Magazine.

 Now I’ve got to figure out how to 
expand to Texas-themed spring, 
summer, and fall constellations!

Regards, 
Ed LaBelle aka E-Ray 

Ed LaBelle has been a member of AAS 
since 2010. He has worked as an engineer 
in the semiconductor industry for 30 years 
and is the founder of the Psalm 19 Astron-
omy Society based in Austin.

orion the coWBoy lassoes the mooN
by ed labelle 
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fYi - AsTronomy relATed news

Nature Nerds of Austin Meetup

I’m a member of the group and thought I’d mention that I 
have Meetup, Nature Nerds of Austin, where I regularly post 
events, activities, etc. about the hard and soft sciences. One of 
the regular topics, especially during COVID, I post about is as-
tronomy (incl. AAS meetings). The Discussion section is a run-
ning log of items I find of interest but not of an ‘event/activity’ 
nature, mostly whitepaper/pre-print sorts of things along with 
resource websites. We do cross-post activities to the Austin Si-
erra Club site as I’m an event leader (I brought out Sierra Club 
to several of the public events at Canyon of the Eagles).

If you’re looking for news or other items of interest feel free to 
peruse (and nobody needs to join) the site and use what you find.

https://www.meetup.com/Nature-Nerds-of-Austin/

-James

BAE Systems’ hardware lands on Mars

I work for BAE Systems here in Austin. Our plant in Manassas, 
VA makes the RAD750 radiation hardened CPU’s that are pow-
ering the Mars rover. They are in a different division from the 
Austin plant, but still pretty awesome to work for a company 
that made some of the most critical hardware in the rover. 

https://www.baesystems.com/en-us/article/bae-systems-
hardware-lands-on-mars-aboard-curiosity-rover

Thanks,
Tony Cagnolatti 

https://www.meetup.com/Nature-Nerds-of-Austin/
https://www.baesystems.com/en-us/article/bae-systems-hardware-lands-on-mars-aboard-curiosity-rover
https://www.baesystems.com/en-us/article/bae-systems-hardware-lands-on-mars-aboard-curiosity-rover
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Welcome to what I hope will be a monthly update on what is new with the Astronomical League 
(AL). If you are receiving this transmission then you are a current member of the Austin As-
tronomical Society (AAS), which makes you automatically a member of the AL. The AL is an 

umbrella organization of over 300 amateur astronomy clubs and societies located all over the world. As 
a member you receive their quarterly publication “The Reflector”, and have access to their many features, 
resources, and events.

One of their more popular features is their Observing Programs. These programs are designed to allow 
amateur astronomers an opportunity to receive recognition for completion of AL activities and observing 
programs. These offerings target the new and experienced astronomer, the naked eye and the equipped 
observer, makers and note takers.

Each month I will keep you apprised on news from the AL along with any other announcements. We will 
highlight time sensitive observing programs and take a more in-depth look at least one program within 
the 70+ available. We will also post any questions here, specific to the AL and their programs, and the an-
swers. Such questions or inquiries of any kind can be sent to alcor@austinastro.org. Submissions for most 
programs, unless specifically noted, go through AAS’s Astronomical League Correspondent (ALCOR) and I 
am always here to answer any of your questions, assist with logging, and (when we meet in person again) 
help you with your observing. 

For now, I hope you all get an opportunity to observe on your own until we can meet on the field. May this 
newsletter provide you with the enthusiasm and interest to take on some of the AL’s programs and attend 
their future conferences and events.

Clear and Dark Skies,

ALCOR, Austin Astronomical Society

By Dawn Davies, AAS Astronomical League Correspondent (ALCOR)

thE Alcorner
Your AstronomicAl lEAguE updAtE

mailto:alcor%40austinastro.org?subject=
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M65+M66 rating EASY
galaxy pair in Leo 
RA 11h 20.2m  Dec +12d 59.6’  (M66 
2000)
Magnitude 9.0

  M65 and M66 are a fine pair 
of spiral galaxies in the domain 
of Leo. They lie about halfway 
between 3rd magnitude Theta 
Leo, in the Lion’s tail, and 4th 
magnitude Iota Leo, which is 
about 6 degrees SE of Theta.  
This is primo springtime galaxy 
country, and M65+M66 are just 
the brightest examples of many 
other fainter systems (typically 
mag 13 and fainter) in the 
general region.

The two galaxies are 21’ 
apart on an approximate E-W 
line, and both can be detected 
in good binoculars on a clear 
night.  They were discovered 
in March 1780 by P. Mechain.   
Some years before that, on 
November 2, 1773, Messier’s 
Comet of 1773 passed directly 
through the M65-M66 field, 
but Messier didn’t note them.  
Mechain speculated that 
Messier “no doubt missed them 
because of the light of the 
comet”.

Both galaxies are class Sb 
spirals, but differ in appearance.  
M66, the brighter of the two at 
9.0, has heavy dust lanes and 
thick spiral arms with coarse 
masses of star clouds, but no 

prominent nucleus.  The larger 
SE arm resembles a huge crab 
claw, and fainter arms can be 
traced for vast distances.

M65, at magnitude 9.3, looks 
more like a normal spiral, with 
a smooth regular pattern of 
spiral arms, and a nucleus that 
appears stellar at low powers 
but non-stellar at higher powers 
or in larger scopes.  A narrow 
dust lane marks the entire 
nearer eastern edge.

Both galaxies are members 
of a trio that includes nearby 
NGC 3628, commonly referred 
to as the Leo Triplet.  The triplet 
is possibly an outlying part 
of the Virgo cluster, which is 
centered about 15 degrees 
away.  But if so the triplet seems 
to be on the near side of the 
Virgo group, since the redshifts 
are only about half the mean 
value for Virgo group members.  
Alternatively, together with a 
few faint nearby field galaxies, 
the triplet may constitute a 
small cluster independent of 
Virgo.

NGC 4214  rating: 
MEDIUM
Irregular galaxy in Canes Venatici
RA 12h 15.7m  Dec +36d 19.6’  (2000) 
Magnitude 10.2

   NGC 4214 is one of 
two good examples of irregular 
galaxies in the Canes Venatici 

galaxy group, the other being 
NGC 4449.  Both are similar in size, 
shape and brightness, showing 
numerous HII regions across their 
surfaces.

Both are bright enough to be 
spotted in hand-held binoculars 
as tiny spots, but naturally they 
become more interesting in 
larger telescopes.  With a 16-inch 
it should be easy to isolate some 
of the glowing HII regions by 
viewing the galaxies at moderate 
power (ie, with an eyepiece 
that has an exit pupil of about 
2mm).  Very useful is a nebula 
filter that favors both hydrogen-
beta and OIII (doubly ionized 
oxygen) emission lines, which 
are conspicuous in the spectra of 
interstellar gases that have been 
excited by the gases of new stars.

A good Hubble Space Telescope 
image of NGC 4214 is at the 
Astronomy Picture of the Day 
website, at http://antwrp.gsfc.
nasa.gov/apod/ap000107.html

Abell 33  rating: HARD
Planetary nebula in Hydra
RA 09h 39.1m  Dec -02d 47.6’  (2000)
Magnitude 12.6

  
  Here’s a planetary nebula 

located less than 2 degrees south-
southwest of 3.9-magnitude IOTA 
Hydrae.  A 7th-magnitude star 
on the planetary’s southwest 
periphery (SAO 137026) makes it 
even easier to finger.

oBserving tArgets march 2021
By Brian Cuthbertson

http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap000107.html
http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap000107.html
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Abell 33, alias PKS238+34.1, is 
a circular planetary nebula with 
sharp edges. And it has a fine ring 
that’s recognizable at 60x with a 
filter.  The ring appears to have 
a double-shell structure similar 
to that of the Helix nebula (NGC 
7293) in Aquarius.  In an oxygen 
III filter at 128x, Abell 33 is a 4’ 
glow slightly elongated to the 
northeast, with broad arcs along 
its entire eastern and western 
sides.  The 15.6-magnitude central 
star is reportedly a visual binary, 

but appears as just a single star 
in scopes as large as 16 inches.

Unlike many planetaries, 
Abell 33 stands out clearly 
but isn’t over-exposed at 
online sky-survey image sites 
like http://skyview.gsfc.nasa.
gov.  And the 7th magnitude 
star grazing its southwest 
edge adds an almost artistic 
touch. But be warned:  if you 
visit these sites, enter the 
planetary’s coordinates instead 
of its name, since these sites 

want to associate Abell numbers 
with Abell galaxy clusters, not 
Abell planetaries.  And galaxy 
cluster Abell 33 really isn’t much 
to look at!

One last note:  Abell 33 isn’t 
alone in its neighborhood; just 
over a degree southeast is spiral 
galaxy NGC 2974, which at 11th 
magnitude is bright enough to 
show up well as an oval disk in 
a 4-inch refractor. So check out 
both these neighbors, but don’t 
confuse them.

oBserving tArgets march 2021

Austin Astronomical Society is opening a 

new online store. All proceeds from items 

sold in this store are used to fund astrono-

my and STEM scholarships. We would like 

to include astronomy-themed items that 

incorporate images produced by some 

of our talented local astrophotographers. 

Credit for the image creator will be print-

ed on the merchandise, and your approval 

of the design will be asked before the item 

is sold in the store.   Please email us if you 

would be interested in granting AAS per-

mission to use any of your images.

SHOP NOW 

Shop the AuStin AStronomicAl Society Store

mailto:stleary%40gmail.com?subject=Image%20Approval%20For%20AAS%20Store
https://www.zazzle.com/store/aas_store
https://www.zazzle.com/store/aas_store
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AsTrophoTogrAphy clAsses offered

We reached out first to Precision Camera because they offer classes in shooting star trails and similar 
kinds of presentations. They did not feel up to creating a highly technical class for astrophotography. 
However, they did recommend Jay Anne Boza who does teach this. She will be presenting at our March 
12, 2021, general assembly meeting. – Mike Marotta, Vice President.

Download questionnaire for those who want to sign up

Hello All,

It will be my pleasure  to present a brief PowerPoint outline of our syllabus during your March 12th 
Zoom meeting, as requested.

We have set aside the dates of Friday April 9th and Saturday April 10th for the night sky 
shooting sessions. 

Attached is a questionnaire we need completed and returned from each student. This will 
be used to help each student individually to  build their astrophotography set up. 

We have added the workshops dates to our website with links for workshop fee payments 
which serves as workshop registration.  This should be submitted along with the questionnaires. 

Email questionnaires to: info:@deepspaceworkshops.com
Link: https://deepspaceworkshops.com/deep-space-workshops
Additionally, we need to schedule Zoom classes for all participants to teach Theory and 

Editing.
•	 Theory Zoom Class needs to be done about a week before the Shooting Sessions and takes 

about an hour.

•	 Editing Zoom Class can be either Saturday or Sunday, April 17 or 18. This will require about 
3 hours, more or less.

Please check with me on the dates and times you choose to schedule these two Zoom meetings 
before scheduling them so I can confirm that we have no conflicts. 

Jay Anne Boza

http://austinastro.wildapricot.org/resources/Documents/DSO%20GEAR%20and%20Questionnaire.pdf
mailto:info%3A@deepspaceworkshops.com
https://deepspaceworkshops.com/deep-space-workshops
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stArs hAving Peculiar sPectra  
By michael e. marotta

One hundred years ago this month, the Harvard College Observatory Circular published “Stars 
Having Peculiar Spectra. 16 New Variable Stars” by Annie J. Cannon, Louisa Wells, and Arville 
Walker. The table of discoveries also cited the work of Mary D. Applegate[1].

“The list includes one new spectrum of Class Oa, two of Class B having H bright, two of 
the so-called P Cygni Type, six of Class R, seven of Class P, the gaseous nebula, and fifteen of Class Md, 
characteristic of variable stars of long period. Since but one new gaseous nebula was found during the 
observations of 225,000 for the Draper Catalog, it has been thought that we may have reached the limit 
of such objects. It appears, however, that fainter nebulae, both of the planetary and diffuse type, exist.”[1]

Cannon, of course, is perhaps the best known of the Harvard Computers. Over 80 women worked at 
the Harvard Observatory between 1875 and 1927.[2] Most of them did not publish. Louisa Wells, Arville 
Walker, and Mary D. Applegate are among the minority who did [3]. 

When Louisa Wells came to the Harvard Observatory in 1887, 
her cohort of four brought the staff of data reduction assistants 
to 14.[4]  Since 1894, along with Pickering, Mabel Stevens, Edith 
Gill, and Evelyn Leland, Wells had been analyzing variable stars 
revealed by the photographic plates from the Harvard Observatory 
near Arequipa, Peru, for the southern entries in the Henry Draper 
Catalog [2] [4]. When the 1918 revision to the Henry Draper 
Catalog was published, Edward C. Pickering and Annie J. Cannon 
singled out nine of the computers for publication credit, among 
them, Wells [4]. When Harlow Shapley arrived from Pasadena in 
1921 to be approved as the director of the Harvard Observatory 
the following year, Wells was, after 25 years, one of the senior 
computers [4]. 

Arville D. Walker was hired in 1906 after her graduation from Vassar [4]. However, her entries appear in 
Henrietta Leavitt’s log books for the Horizontal Telescope from 1899 [5]. Walker continued to serve when 
Harlow Shapley become the director, working directly for Shapley as his administrative assistant [2] [4] [6]. 

Caption: “As We Were” (1925) 

Caption: The Harvard Computers, 1918
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After completing her AB at Vassar in 1918, Mary D. Applegate received a grant in 1919 to study at the 
Maria Mitchell Observatory [10] [11]. In 1920, she joined the assistants at the Harvard Observatory. Mary 
D. Applegate’s log books are catalogued under “Mary” in the records of the Harvard Observatory. Later, 
publishing from the Lick Observatory, she wrote as “Dorothy” [7].

The slur “Pickering’s Harem” seems to be a modern invention, used first in 1982, in an article in Isis, a 
University of Chicago publication for the histories of science, medicine, and technology [8] [9] and was 
not known in the 19th and early 20th centuries [3] [8]. 
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cAlendAr of 
evenTs

12 Mar. 2021
General Assembly Meeting

7:30 PM
 Zoom Video Meeting

@ Stay at Home

5 Apr. 2021
Executive Committee 

Meeting
7:00 PM - 8:30 PM

 Zoom Video Meeting
@ Stay at Home

9 Apr. 2021
General Assembly Meeting

7:30 PM
 Zoom Video Meeting

@ Stay at Home

3 May 2021
Executive Committee 

Meeting
7:00 PM - 8:30 PM

 Zoom Video Meeting
@ Stay at Home

outreAch rePort February 2021
By Joyce Lynch, Outreach Chair

Public star parties are still on hold indefinitely. 

I just became aware of the website CosmicPursuits.com It seems to me that there is 
some helpful information there, especially for beginners. I plan to share it with visitors 
to future outreach events. You might want to check it out yourself.

Joyce

 

In case you haven’t looked at our website recently, here is the list of astronomy web-
sites that are posted as a (poor, admittedly) substitute for going to actual star parties.
 
• skymaps.com -- Free monthly sky maps
• CosmicPursuits.com -- Subscribe to Cosmic Pursuits and get free tips and informa-

tion about stargazing, basic astronomy, and what to see in the night sky
• heavens-above.com  -- Location-specific schedules for flyovers of satellites, Hub-

ble Space Telescope, International Space Station
• earthsky.org  -- EarthSky Tonight--articles on what to look for in the sky each night
• https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/archivepix.html  -- Astronomy Picture of the Day
• stardate.org  -- Current observing information and educational resources pro-

duced by UT’s McDonald Observatory
• skyandtelescope.com  -- Sky and Telescope magazine—interactive star charts, 

articles on observing, selecting equipment, everything astronomical
• pbase.com/missouri_skies/moon_page  -- Moon photos
• hubblesite.org  -- Information about and photos from the Hubble Telescope
• twanight.org  -- The World At Night photographs and time-lapse videos of the 

world’s landmarks against celestial attractions
• bludja.blogspot.com/2006/06/relative-size-of-planets-stars.html  -- See how ob-

jects in our solar system compare with distant stars

http://CosmicPursuits.com
http://skymaps.com
CosmicPursuits.com
http://heavens-above.com
http://earthsky.org
https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/archivepix.html 
http://stardate.org
http://skyandtelescope.com
http://pbase.com/missouri_skies/moon_page
http://hubblesite.org
http://twanight.org
http://bludja.blogspot.com/2006/06/relative-size-of-planets-stars.html
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imaGe oF the moNth

Congratulations to

JuAn lopEz 

M31

March 2021
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memBers’ Gallery
by Satwant Kumar

 Horsehead Nebula
This is a widefield LHaRGB (600s x 6 per filter) data 

from my widefield Redcat 51 refractor setup.
The zoom-in inset image is processed infrared data 

from the Hubble space telescope (HST). The Horseh-
ead Nebula appears like a ghost rising from the 

interstellar foam. It appears transparent and ethereal 
at infrared wavelengths. Its rich tapestry contrasts 

beautifully against the background of Milky Way stars 
and distant galaxies.

Data source: Satwant Kumar & Hubble Legacy Ar-
chives

Credit: NASA/ESA/Hubble
Processing: Satwant Kumar

by Tom Campbell
M81

WNGC 2438 Planetary Nebula
Galaxy NGC2903

All taken with Celestron 8SE and Zwo mono-
chrome camera. 
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memBers’ Gallery

by Chris Foster
 M42

by Justin Dame
 Widefield Orion Region 

Views of the Horsehead nebula, running man, M42, and the Flame nebula.

by Chris Foster
 Rosette

by Chris Foster
 Fishhead Nebula
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treAsurer’s rePort February 2021
By Patrick McPhee, Treasurer
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ec minutes JaNuary 2021
By Jamie Canfield, Secretary

January 4, 2021 
Virtual Meeting hosted on Zoom by Terry Phillips, 
President

Attending: Terry Phillips, Mike Marotta, Patrick McPhee, 
Sean Leary,  Joyce Lynch, Tim Brown, Dawn Davies, Brian 
Lippincott, Greg Rohde, Jamie Canfield

Call to order at 7:30 PM.
Previous minutes approved

Vice President – Mike Marotta
(See report) Tom Field on Spectroscopy for this Friday’s 
GA meeting. March is still open- Invited Karl Herzog to 
present his 2024 Eclipse talk, also contacting Rik Yeames 
who is an “eclipse-chaser”.
Just reached out to Moriba Jah but not heard back yet.
 
Treasurer – Patrick McPhee
25,000 in bank, 1,380 in PayPal. 
Some costs: Pedernales Falls latrines, website hosting. 
WildApricot’s $2400 yearly renewal was biggest expense 
for the past quarter
Membership- 406 active, 19 new in past month, 7 in last 
7 days
Pat sending insurance policy information to Terry

Member Services – Tim Brown
Even less going on as pandemic worsens. Had about 8 
requests to go to BWR.

Communications – Sean Leary
(see report)
Normal website maintenance this month.
Discussion about creating club merchandise for 
fundraising. Sean suggested putting our images-of-the-
month on mugs, tee shirts, etc., and talked about “Zazzle”, 
where there is no up-front money required. 
Sean reach out to membership- who would be interested 
in contributing image-of-the-month, with all proceeds 
going to AAS. 

Equipment – Brian Lippincott
Work progressing in the Conex, also more work done on 
clearing out our storage locker, with plans to move stuff 
out to Conex. Almost all the telescopes that are available 
have been loaned out.
Clarified the two inventories that are being compiled- all 
of AAS equipment, and the Loaner Scope Program. Sean 
is waiting for the loaner scope inventory to put on the 
website.

Outreach – Joyce Lynch
no requests or plans for events currently. 

Members At Large 
Greg – Continuing work on the Conex, plan to do 
painting later in Spring when it will warmer and 
hopefully drier.

ALCOR – Dawn Davies
There is a message on the AL site about possible delays 
in sending certifications, pointing out issues with the 
pandemic, and also clarifying if it has been a month since 
you sent in a certification request, send an email inquiry 
to the program coordinator to ensure that it was received 
or get an update status. 
Also this Friday for the GA meeting will be info about AL’s 
two new certificates for “The Great Conjunction of Jupiter 
and Saturn”. 

New Business
Presentation by visitors representing Element 3 Health, 
a company that provides supplemental health activities 
for seniors. Vice President Natasha Wampach , and Jake 
Criscione, described their mission to help improve health 
and reduce social isolation for seniors, and expressed 
interest in involving AAS for astronomy activities. They 
are also working with other interest groups- gardening, 
cycling, quilting - this is their first foray into astronomy. 
Their revenue is from health plans, like Silver Sneakers, 
and they would cover membership and participation 
costs for any of their clients who want to join AAS. 
There will be a general communication email from sent 
out mid-January about this from Night Sky Network. 
Approved to wait for the email with accompanying info 
and address this again.

Discussion about naming the observatory at Pedernales. 
We’ll talk about it this Friday at the GA meeting, and then 
Greg contact John Alves at PFSP.

Dawn will send an email with more information for 
website forums.

Nominating Committee-  We’re supposed to come 
up with one in January. We will also need to find a 
replacement for Tim. 
Put out an announcement to form a committee. 
Terry will get info on this to Nathan. 

Adjourned about 9:15 PM
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gA minutes JaNuary 2021
By Jamie Canfield, Secretary

8 January 2021
Call to order: 7:30 pm    Location: Zoom video conference, 
YouTube.  President Terry Phillips presiding.   

Approximately 51 participants over the 2 hours- 44 on 
Zoom, 7 on YouTube. No quorum or voting. 

Minutes for the November 2020 meeting approved (No 
December GA meeting- Newtonmas Party).

Officer Reports:
Mike Marotta (Vice President): 
(See report) Reached out to Precision Camera & 
Video about conducting an “Astrophotography for 
Beginners” class for AAS. Possible 4-hour class. They offer 
performance-based training and would provide cameras 
while we bring telescopes. Tabled for discussion at the 
next EC meeting February.
GA speaker line-up:
February – Ronan Kerr, “Young Stars in our Neighborhood”
March – To Be Announced
April – Rev. Jason Fry and Rob Teeter, “The Heaven 
Watcher’s Observatory”
May or June (tentative) – Karl Herzog (MS ChemE), “The 
2024 Solar Eclipse  “
(Waiting for date) – Dr. Moriba Jah, “Space Junk”

Joyce Lynch (Outreach):  
No star party at Pedernales Falls in December, everything 
on hold till things get better.

Tim Brown (Member Services):  
Basically no report due to current conditions. 

Brian Lippincott (Equipment):  
Work continues on the observatory at Pedernales Falls, 
will be back tomorrow. Have loaned out most loaner 
scope equipment. Big focus is on getting the observatory 
done!  

Dawn (ALCOR):   
There is a special astronomical observing challenge 
and award for the Great Jupiter/Saturn Conjunction on 
December 21. Info is on the AL home page. If you don’t 
want to get involved with those requirements there is 

also a downloadable printable basic “I Saw The Great 
Conjunction” certificate that anyone can access. 
There will be a special NASA observing challenge coming 
up for the landing of the Perseverence Rover. Will require 
some sketching, possibly outreach event, and deadline of 
March 18th. 

Among the many observing programs are some that 
can be done in the daytime, like the Sunspot Observers 
award, a Stellar Evolution program, and even occasionally 
solar eclipse programs. For a more long-term program 
is the Analemma Observing Program that takes a 
whole year. Some of the solar offerings don’t even ned 
special equipment. Reach out to me (Dawn) if you want 
assistance with any of these! 

Other Business
Nominating Committee for the upcoming new EC 
term. Normally formed in January with candidate 
announcement in March. Anyone interested in 
participating in the Nominating Committee or who would 
like to run for an actual Executive Committee position 
please let us know. 

Member Services Chair Need to find a replacement for 
when Tim moves in March. The basic position description 
is welcoming and keeping track of new members; 
outreach; plan private star parties; notify members; 
organize special events throughout the year like the 
Central Texas Star Party; and start up our Practical 
Astronomy sessions once we’re able to meet in person 
again. 

Name for our new Pedernales Falls Observatory Dawn 
suggested “Falling Star Observatory” and we’re opening it 
up to other ideas as well. 

Brian (What’s Up in Astronomy): 
To augment the main presentation, discussion about 
observing the sun in the Hydrogen Alpha line. 

Main Presentation: 
Tom Field, “Spectroscopy”

Adjourned at approximately 9:30p
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memBershiP cArds noW in your Profiles

At last, Wild Apricot, our membership database vendor, has made available to its customers 
membership card templates.  Now, under your AAS membership profile you will see a mockup 
of a card with your name, Membership ID and membership expiration date.  You are offered two 
options for displaying your card: one which is suitable for displaying from a smartphone, and 
another printable PDF which you can cut and laminate to your heart’s delight.

NIGHT SKY NETWORK
The Night Sky Network is a nationwide coalition of amateur astronomy clubs bringing the science, 
technology, and inspiration of NASA’s missions to the general public. AAS members can register 
with NSN and receive the NSN newsletter and email about upcoming webinars and any additional 
information or announcements created by the NSN for members. They will be able to search for 
resources, view all of the toolkits and the files, and access the downloads in each kit.

If you are interested in registering, here is the procedure.
 Go to https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/index.cfm
 Enter your zip code in the upper right box for CURRENT LOCATION.
 Scroll down to CLUBS NEAR YOU and click on AAS.
 Click on Register in the toolbar on our page.
 Fill out the form and submit.
Your form will be sent to the club for approval.

If you have any questions, email outreach@austinastro.org
 

https://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/index.cfm
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To join or renew your membership to AAS, please visit: http://austinastro.org/index.php/why-
should-you-be-a-member/  There are six membership levels to choose from:

Household Bundle (up to 6 members) $40.00 (USD) 
Renewal:  Every one year, starting from join date
No recurring payments. For members of a household living at the same address.

Household With Senior (up to 6 members) $28.00 (USD) 
Renewal:  Every one year, starting from join date
No recurring payments.  
For members of a household living at the same address and at least one member is over 65 years of 
age.

Junior $15.00 (USD)
Renewal:  Every one year, starting from join date
No recurring payments. For members up to age 18.

Students $15.00 (USD)
Renewal:  Every one year, starting from join date
No recurring payments. For members age 18 and older.

Regular $25.00 (USD)
Renewal:  Every one year, starting from join date
No recurring payments. For individual members.

Seniors $15.00 (USD)
Renewal:  Every one year, starting from join date
No recurring payments. For members 65 years of age or older.

Joining AAs or reNewiNG membershiP

Visit Dawn Davies’ Earthbound Astronomer website at https://www.earthboundastronomer.
com/

Amy Jackson’s website is http://www.starryskyaustin.com/.  Learn more about her children’s 
book about astronomy at http://www.starryskyaustin.com/childrens-book-project/

Rob Pettengill’s site can be found at http://astronomy.robpettengill.org/. Rob’s material shared 
per CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 license.

Celestial Teapot’s product catalog can be found at http://messierplanisphere.com/

Joseph Macry writes a weekly column for Manor Community News: “This Week in Astronomy”.  You can read 
the online edition here: http://manorcommunitynews.com/

http://austinastro.org/index.php/why-should-you-be-a-member/
https://www.earthboundastronomer.com
https://www.earthboundastronomer.com
http://www.starryskyaustin.com
http://www.starryskyaustin.com/childrens-book-project/
http://astronomy.robpettengill.org
http://messierplanisphere.com
http://manorcommunitynews.com/
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President Terry Phillips president@austinastro.org
Vice-President Michael Marotta vicepresident@austinastro.org

Secretary Jamie Canfield secretary@austinastro.org
Treasurer Pat McPhee treasurer@austinastro.org
Communications Chair Sean Leary communications@austinastro.org
Outreach Chair Joyce Lynch outreach@austinastro.org
Equipment Chair Brian Lippincott equipment@austinastro.org
Member Services Chair Tim Brown memberservices@austinastro.org
Member-at-Large Domingo Rochin membersatlarge@austinastro.org
Member-at-Large Greg Rohde membersatlarge@austinastro.org
Member-at-Large -vacant membersatlarge@austinastro.org
Member-at-Large -vacant membersatlarge@austinastro.org
Member-at-Large -vacant membersatlarge@austinastro.org
Member-at-Large -vacant membersatlarge@austinastro.org
Parliamentarian* Ron Carman parliamentarian@austinastro.org
ALCor (Astronomical League)* Dawn Davies alcor@austinastro.org
IDA Rep (Dark Skies)* John Cassidy darkskies@austinastro.org
Newsletter Editor* Nathan Morgan newsletter@austinastro.org
Webmaster* Byron Miller webmaster@austinastro.org
* designates appointed position

officers of the society 2020-2021
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